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Social media

Follow us on social media to see what

we’re up to, and keep up with the

#EcoLockdown challenge to get inspired

and get involved with all the amazing

environmental actions people are taking

this lockdown.

Twitter  @ldnschoolseco

Instagram  @londonschoolseconetwork

Introduction

Hello all and welcome to the second

edition of the London Schools Eco-

Network Newsletter! In this edition, we

feature two articles by pupils from some

of our member schools, amongst other

environmental tips and links of

relevance. The articles cover two very

different topics, reflecting the breadth of

the environmental challenges we face

and illustrating the need for

interdisciplinary action to find solutions.
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Small actions you can take

Have a vegetarian or vegan meal this

week! Some meats such as beef can

produce huge amounts of

greenhouse gas emissions, and

cutting down even one meal with red

meat a week can be beneficial. Try

this chickpea curry for example!

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recip

es/kadala-curry

While we’re all sitting at home, take

time to look at how environmentally

friendly your lifestyle is using the Giki

Zero calculator. With a quick survey

about your lifestyle, it helps you track,

calculate and reduce your carbon

footprint. https://zero.giki.earth/
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Buy/sell an item of clothing on depop or eBay -

you can upgrade your wardrobe whilst earning

some money, all without contributing to the fast

fashion industry.

Shop smart - use this time to check out

independent food shops or markets in your area -

they can often be a more sustainable option

especially if food is grown locally, and support

local businesses. Additionally, put a sustainable

twist on your online clothes shopping by

exploring the most eco-friendly options using the

good on you brand directory to see how

sustainable your favourite brands are!

https://directory.goodonyou.eco/?_ga=2.89566419.912807439.1612824798-

286454511.1612824798



Student articles
Wheatfield: A confrontation, by Tian, SPGS

In a vibrant, bustling and ever-evolving metropolitan area like New York City with iconic

landmarks, attractions and neighbourhoods - things can occasionally slip under the radar.

Decades ago, for example, something unexpectedly sprouted up in the shadows of some of

the city's biggest skyscrapers. A landfill sight had been commissioned by the Public Art Fund

to be converted into a space for art projects and so Agnes Denes, a Hungary-American artist

renowned for numerous pioneering artworks, built an impromptu wheatfield in the middle of

Lower Manhattan. She was motivated by an issue more relevant than ever: climate change

and how it exasperates the gap between the wealthiest 1 percent, and the rest of the planet's

population.
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Denes' decision to place the farm

at the foot of the World Trade

Center was based on the

building's symbolic impact

representing "food, energy,

commerce, world trade, and

economics".  It referred to the

important issues of

mismanagement, waste, world

hunger and ecological concerns
In a powerful city, a powerful statement is required and so the unexpected nature of the

wheatfield cropping up ( pun intended) was how Denes’ delivered the substantial impact.

The juxtaposition of gentrification and nature served to call attention to society’s misplaced

priorities and deteriorating human values.

The wheatfield only existed for three months on Wall Street and so the memory of this

artwork lives on through photographs and people who were able to see it in real life. A critic

wrote in the New York Times, "To look across this wheat field is to see the Statue of Liberty,

Ellis Island and boat traffic as in a surreal illusion." Because of its complex urban

surroundings, and the uncertain months taken to grow the corn, the site of the yellow gold

was a tiny portion of pastoral heaven. This striking image managed to capture the vastness of

the wheatfield and in the distance, far yonder, was the toy-like Statue of Liberty. It was

humorous how the symbol of American freed seemed to emerge from the golden field of

crop.

The impact of this artwork extended beyond the time it was on "display". After everything was

said and done, over 1,000 pounds of wheat were harvested from the field and the grains

themselves then became part of International Art Show for the End of World Hunger. The hay

stayed closer to home and was given to the horses of the NYPD.

I leave you with an Agens Denes quote: "we have had enough public sculptures of men

sitting on their horses." And I agree. Rather we need more wheatfields, farms, and granges

randomly popping up and providing an oasis in our city.



The Problem with Greenwashing, by Nadia, CLSG
In the modern age where sustainability is at the forefront of public consciousness, many

companies want to promote themselves as sustainable. But with the increase in popularity of an

eco friendly lifestyle over the past decade, companies have recognised this as a way to cash in.

Greenwashing is the process of conveying a false impression about how a company’s products or

servies are more environmentally sound than they truly are. Usually, there are unsubstantiated

claims that tend to decieve consumers that the company’s products are environmentally friendly.

While not all companies who claim to be eco friendly are guilty of greenwashing, many others

exaggerate calims in order to capitalise on a customers desire to use ‘green’ products.

According to a Nielsen survey, 66% of people around the world have said that they are willing to

spend more money on a product if it’s an option that’s better for the environment. Companies

now recognise the consumers’ desire to spend more, and this means that they have the incentive

to promote the sustainability of their products.

Greenwashing can start with subtle advertising cues, which could be anything from using certain

‘earthy’ colour pallets or branding products as vegan or plant based, even if the company hasn’t

even changed anything. These so-called ‘sustainable’ or ‘vegan’ conversions sometimes could be

for cost cutting purposes or just be a pre-existing feature of the product that is now being

highlighted. However, these can give the consumer the impression that the brand is now a good

sustainable option. This can apply to cosmetics, food or simply product packaging.

This change in branding could be seen as a bonus for people who now are more conscious about

their environmental impact, but still want to continue using certain products, and therefore it

makes them easier to spot. But it must be noted that just because a product has these perceived

sustainable features such as being ‘natural’ or ‘chemical free’, it doesn’t automatically mean that a

brand is the best option sustainability wise.

The fashion industry might be the biggest contributor to green baiting. Primark’s previously had a

pop up in Boxpark Shoreditch in order to promote their new Wellness range, where the marketing

was jam packed with buzz words like ‘organic’, ‘recycled’ and ‘sustainable’. With Primark being

one of the giants in the fast fashion industry, many were quick to question the manufacturing

methods of these proucts as well as the provenance of the materials.

These questions are particularly important, especially considering this

range retailed at the same price as some of the company’s other

garments. The lack of transparency about the specifics on production,

farm practices and worker’s pay from many companies is definitely a red

flag that consumers must look out for. Sustainability shouldn’t just be

about the materials, but also about how ethically a product is produced.

Perhaps greenwashing campaigns can be regarded as strokes of

advertising genius, and it is in a company’s best interest to appeal to a

wider audience that wants to purchase eco-friendly products. But as

consumers, who want to make a change in our habits, we must be

cautious and confirm whether brands are all as they appear, and have a

healthy scepticism when it comes to a company’s claims.
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